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GRANS Odor Control Granules
DEODORGRANS
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Naturally formulated DEODORGRANS from
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Contains
citronella oil—
a natural ingredient that
.
helps deter flying insects

Vaportek—a powerful and economical dry granular
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odor control agent. Controls odors instantly and

Applications:
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leaves a pleasant, freshly scented environment.
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Disks —
A Companio.n Citronella
A Special “Twist” to the EZ-TWIST
.
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Available in convenient
15-pound pails and
50-pound boxes!
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The popular black EZ-Twist Refillable Odor Controller is available
with disks that are infused with citronella oil! The powerful
essential oil has long been recognized as an effective deterrent
against flying insects. Simply affix the EZ-Twist inside garbage
cans or under lids to help deter pests. Suggested applications
for the special EZ-Disk are schools, parks, markets, patio dining,
festivals and other outside events.
EZ-Twist Housing — Item #21-7601
EZ-Disks — Item #34-7600-70
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APPLICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

■ Garbage Dumpsters

DEODORGRANS contains Vaportek’s exclusive, natural
odor controller. This unique and safe formula works fast, is
long-lasting and neutralizes odors on contact. Use
DEODORGRANS to effectively control malodors between
emptying and cleaning refuse receptacles.

■ Trash Cans, Containers and Compactors

Helps Deter Flying Insects

■ Garbage Collection Trucks

Specially formulated DEODORGRANS features citronella
oil—a natural ingredient that helps deter flying insects.

■ Ash Trays/Smoking Stands … and more!
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■ Labs

Use DEODORGRANS to quickly and effectively deodorize
the following odor problems: biohazardous medical waste,
food wastes, degrading odiferous materials, chemical
spills, poorly ventilated spaces and more.

GREAT IDEA!

Sprinkle DeodorGrans
Around Outdoor
Seating/Eating Areas To
Help Repel Insects!
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DEODORGRANS is a user-friendly product. Simply shake or
spread DEODORGRANS into or around dumpsters,
garbage containers and musty areas. One scoop used in an
average-size dumpster will effectively kill garbage odors for
up to seven days. Adding more will maintain deodorizing
effectiveness.

■ Storage Areas
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Simple to Use

■ Dock Areas
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Safe/Effective

Economical/Ecological
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DEODORGRANS is an economical alternative to metered
liquid spray deodorization systems. No electrical equipment
is needed. Labor time is minimized.
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The natural essential oil ingredients in DEODORGRANS do
not support the growth of bacteria. DEODORGRANS is safe
and biodegradable, making it environmentally and userfriendly.
Five-gallon pail, holds 15 pounds.
1/each.

Item #90#90-7800

50-lb. bag-in-a-box
with convenient scoop.
1/each.
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Item #90#90-7820
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